
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Plot summary  

1. Schoolboys crash on a deserted island and two boys find a 
conch and use it to summon the other survivors 

2. The boys at first have fun on the island. Ralph suggests building 
a fire to be recused but Jack just wants to hunt. A boy goes 
missing after discussing ‘the beast.’ 

3. Ralph wants to build shelters but only Simon helps whilst the 
others play and hunt. The fire has gone out.  

4. The boys start to get used to island life, but at night are fearful 
of the beast. A boat goes past but there is no fire to attract it. 
Jack paints his face and hunts and kills a pig. 

5. Ralph calls a meeting to get all of them to follow the rules. 
There is talk of the beast and how it comes from the ocean at 
night. Jack wants to hunt and won’t listen to the rules.  

6. SamnEric mistake a dead parachutist for the beast and no one 
sees the fire go out.  

7. Jack and Ralph clash as they try to find the beast. Ralph kills a 
boar and they all get excited. Later they head up the mountain 
and see the beast.  

8. Jack declares himself the new chief of his own group and they 
dance around a fire. They kill a pig in savage way.  

9. A storm comes and they have no shelter. Simon emerges from 
the forest and is killed by Jack and his group as they think he is 
the beast.  

10. Jack’s gang move to Castle Rock. Jack steals Piggy’s glasses.  
11. Ralph and Piggy go to Castle Rock to confront Jack. Piggy is 

killed by Roger and Jack attempts to kill Ralph too.  
12.  SamnEric are tortured into revealing Ralph’s hiding place. Jack 

burns the forest in order to find him and the smoke attracts a 
boat. The officer finds the boys on the island and rescues them.  

Characters  

Ralph: Largest and physically most powerful. Likes to plan 
and follow rules.  
Piggy: The smartest boy but has asthma. He is overweight 
and wears glasses and gets bullied.  
Jack: Leader of the hunters. Loves to hunt and kill and 
loses his temper when he doesn’t get his way. 
Simon: Suffers from fits and recognises that the beast is 
within them. He is unafraid and likes to meditate. 
Roger: Quiet and intense at first, then becomes more evil. 
He tortures SamnEric, inflicts pain and even kills Piggy.  
SamnEric: Twins and always together  
Little ‘uns: Not easy to distinguish, they are young and 
extremely fearful of the beast.  

Context  

 WW2:   The people of Britain had just been through 
the Second World War. In the novel, the boys seem 
to create their own war, suggesting the reality of 
human nature.  Golding served in the Navy during 
WW2. He came to the conclusion that all human 
beings had the capacity for incredible evil, even 
children.  

 Food:   Food was still being rationed in Britain. Desire 
for food is a major part and motivation of the novel. 

 Nuclear War:   It was feared that there might be a 
nuclear war between Western countries and the 
Soviet Union. References to bombs + fighting are 
made throughout the novel. 

 British Empire:  Britain was having to come to terms 
with the loss of the British Empire.  

 Class systems:  The class system was very much 
existent in Britain. Piggy stands out for being lower 
class; the others are upper class.  Nazi Germany had 
adopted a system of rewarding the strong and 
attacking the weak. The same system appears to 
happen in the novel.  

Symbols    

 Conch – civilization and democracy  
 Piggy’s glasses – science and technology  

 Fire – hope of salvation  
 The Beast – human nature (the desire to be a savage)  
 The Lord of the Flies (pig’s head) – physical manifestation of the 

beast  

 Adults – civilization and social order  
 The ocean – the unconscious mind; the desires and thoughts we 

have within ourselves  

Key terms  

Satire- use of humour or ridicule to criticise   
Simile- comparing using ‘like’ or ‘as’ 
Metaphor- saying one thing is another 
Personification- make object human 
Pathetic fallacy- weather to create mood 
Pathos- language to evoke pity 
Allusion- reference to another literary work 
Hyperbole- exaggerated statement 
Connotation- associated meaning of word 
Characterisation- built up description of character in text 
Semantic field- words related in meaning 
Imagery- visually descriptive language 

Themes  

 Democracy vs dictatorship  
 Civilisation vs savagery  
 The loss of innocence  
 Consequences of war  

 Individual vs community  
 Good vs evil  
 Human nature (the natural desires we have in us: to 

be selfish, savage and immoral)  

 Communication (or lack of it) 

Knowledge Organiser  Year 8  

What should I know at the end of the unit?   
Read and understand the novel ‘Lord of the Flies’. Analyse characters and key scenes in the novel, focusing on language and making 

clear inferences. Structure responses clearly by analysing themes and symbols within the novel and applying context.  

 


